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Generational Change
• 73% of students use the Internet more than 
the library; only 9% use the library more 
than the Internet for information searching 
• Pew Internet and American Life Project College Students 
Survey. http://www.pewinternet.org/
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Losing Readers
• Many students are likely to use information 
found on search engines and various Web 
sites as research material…and faculty often 
report concerns about the number of URLs 
included in research paper bibliographies 
and the decrease in citations from 
traditional scholarly sources. Pew Internet and 
American Life Project College Students Survey. 
http://www.pewinternet.org/
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What do users want?
• “Quality is no longer defined just by content; it is 
now defined by content plus functionality…a 
significant portion of the research community is 
growing increasingly enamored of hyperlinked 
citations, personalized alerts, saved searches and 
other tools for working with the data”. Mark Walker, 
The Seybold Bulletin, Vol 8, No. 35
• The goal? Make things easy for the reader
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Developments for Scholarly Journals
• If it’s not online it doesn’t exist….if it’s not linked 
it doesn’t exist 
• Practice of citing other articles enhanced in the 
online world – linked references are a necessity
• The Article Economy
– Journal issue deconstruction is accelerating
– Article-by-article online publishing (volumes, issues, pages 
and print follow later); Virtual Journals being created
– Publishing workflows are changing: “hourly” publishing
– E-article is article “of record”
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More Developments
• Digitization of older articles 
• Unique article identification, persistent links 
at the article level, reference links required, 
traditional bibliographic data inadequate
• Collaboration and standards necessary to 
meet user demands
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DOI – what is it?
• Like a bar code for physical objects – the 
Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is an 
alphanumeric string that:
– Uniquely identifies a piece of content
– Serves as a persistent, stable link to the location 
of the content
• DOIs can be assigned to any type of content 
at any level of granularity
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http://dx.doi.org/
DOI Directory Prefix Suffix
http://www.nature.com/cgi-taf/DynaPage.taf?file=/nature/journal/v422/n6932/full/nature01566_fs.html
10.1038/nature01566
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dx.doi.org
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CrossRef’s Mission
• To provide services that bring the scholar to 
authoritative primary content, focusing on 
services that are best achieved through 
collective agreement by publishers
– i.e. System for reference linking
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What is PILA/CrossRef?
• Non-profit membership association
– DOI Registration Agency for Scholarly Content
• Registration of metadata and unique, persistent 
identifiers
• Representation on IDF Board, TWG and RAWG
– Reference linking service
– Standards and Guidelines
• Rules governing metadata and linking
• Guidelines – using DOIs in journals and citations
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What Does CrossRef do?
• Makes reference linking easy and reliable for journals, 
conference proceedings and books
• Technology Infrastructure
• Persistent links using DOIs  - no broken links in citations or 
database records (Average half-life of a URL is 44 days)
• Publishers update URLs in one location; about 50% of the records in 
CrossRef have already been updated
• Business Infrastructure
– Membership agreement sets rules and creates level playing field
– no bilateral agreements needed – one agreement allows linking to over 
200 publishers
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How does CrossRef work?
• Publishers deposit metadata (in XML), 
including a DOI and URL, in CrossRef 
metadata database
• Members and affiliates then send references 
to query the central metadata database to 
find the DOI for the cited article
• DOIs are used to create reference links
The DOI Community
…and more !!
…and more !!
CERN
…and more !!
• Gateway to the DOI world
• Develops and maintains  
the DOI standard
• Develops and maintains the
Handle system upon which
the DOI executes
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Linking as navigation at the 
content level across publishers
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Library use of CrossRef/DOIs?
• Libraries should find DOIs in licensed content and 
databases – easy full text links
• Libraries can retrieve DOIs from publishers or 
directly from CrossRef at no cost
• Libraries can send a DOI and retrieve standardized 
metadata
• CrossRef and DOIs integrate with OpenURL Link 
Resolution services
– Ex Libris’ SFX, EBSCO’s LinkSource, Endeavor’s 
LinkFinderPlus, etc
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DOI Use
• Journal ownership changes are much 
smoother with DOIs
– Ownership of DOIs is transferred to new 
publisher; new publisher updates URLs in the 
DOI Directory (through CrossRef)
– Anyone using the DOI will seamlessly go to 
new journal site.
– IDEAL to ScienceDirect
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Free DOI Queries
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Current Stats
• 212 Members (91 in September 2001, 33 in June 
2001)
• 30 Affiliates/8 Agents/83 Libraries
• 8 million DOIs (3.7 million DOIs December 2001, 
1.3 DOIs June 2000)
• 7600 journals represented (2700 June 2000)
• 3 million DOI resolutions/month (600,000 
- 900,000 in December 2001)
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Current Stats
• Oldest content?  
• 1849, The Astronomical Journal
• 15 journals with content from the 1800s
• doi:10.1086/100001 
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DOIs and OpenURL
• OpenURL – protocol for metadata in a URL
• OpenURL Framework – system for localized links
• OpenURL is a draft NISO standard
• The DOI system and CrossRef are OpenURL 
aware and therefore publishers are OpenURL 
aware through use of CrossRef and DOIs
• DOIs and CrossRef are integrated with localized 
linking/OpenURL linking systems (SFX, 
LinkFinderPlus, Z Portal)
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CrossRef/DOI Linking
Aggregator
Local
OPAC
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OpenURL 
Aware
OpenURL Linking Complements CrossRef I
References
DOI Server
ServerDOI
OpenURL
Metadata
DOI 
link
http://www.sfx.edu/?  
doi=10.1034/j.1399-0039.2000.560502.x
http://dx.doi.org/  
doi=10.1034/j.1399-0039.2000.560502.x
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Recent Developments
• Expansion of content types underway
– conference proceedings and books/reference works
– Theses and dissertations? Gray Lit? pre-print archives? 
Datasets?
• Parameter Passing
– Extra information sent along with a DOI to:
• (1) track originating journal (2) customize response pages (3) 
add return buttons, (4) institute special trading rules
• Multiple Resolution
– Multiple links associated with one DOI
– Enhanced linking services
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Forward Linking
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Conclusion
• CrossRef and DOI help but don’t solve all 
the problems
• Collaboration and standards are necessary 
to meet user demands
• User expectations keep rising
• Libraries and publishers have a common 
cause
• A new generation is on the way…
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CrossRef
the central source for reference linking 
Linking Scholarly Communities Together
http://www.crossref.org
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